
Dear Monsieur/Madame, 

I was asked why I chose Computer Science. I paused for a minute, sat down and came up with this draft. 

From an early age, I was fascinated in the way computers work. My first exposure to computers came 

after my cousin had a computer that he throwing out and I decided to take it and try to evaluate the 

cause of failure. I can remember searching online tirelessly for the solutions day and night until I was 

able to fix it. From that day my interest in computers augmented. As the years progressed, I developed a 

keen interest in problem solving and logical reasoning. So I began exploring the future of computer 

science. In my quest to become a computer scientist, I opted to do Information Technology related 

subjects during secondary school. Every year in my home country, they would have computer assembly 

race competition; this is where competitors would have to assembly desktop computers from scratch. 

For 2 consecutive years I was able to secure the winning position. After these activities I was convinced 

that computer science was for me. Growing up in a developing country, there are always avenues to 

explore in terms of progression of that nation. Technology is rapidly increasing and replacing the way in 

which people work and communicate. With this, each country needs to be prepared to adapt to these 

changes. However I find that software engineering is not a popular career choice in my home country, so 

I decided to pursue it in order to readily contribute to the nation’s advancement technologically. 

As for my career plan, I am currently working in a Multi-National Corporation from Belgium as a 

software test engineer solely to gain experience and develop a strong skill set. This will provide me with 

a firm base to eventually move up as a software specialist in the future where I should have an 

impressive combination of knowledge and experience to stay ahead and be a major innovator within the 

industry. Ultimately I would like to move on to opening my own software house within my home 

country. By doing this it creates the facilities and services for the country's advancement technologically. 

Instead of having to spend billions of dollars to develop or buy software from external companies, this 

can be done at home. By creating such top-notch services, I will be known as an expert in my field and 

hope to be the adviser to the ministry of information technology in my within the country.  

My most outstanding non-academic achievements, would be being a lecturer outside the class room. On 

a daily basis, I would make myself available to anyone who has questions or any issue they would like to 

clarify about lecturers that we had. Eventually I joined the Society of IT Scientist within my university. 

While in the club I was an active committee member and held responsibilities of planning and 

conducting many activities. Besides my club duties, I tutored java and c programming during the 

semester. During my final year, as part of my final year project, I created a Semantic Portal for 

Postgraduate Research and Supervision for my university’s School of Postgraduate Studies for the club in 

order to make registration and supervision easier for new students and researchers. Through the 

university and my working experience, I was able to become a certified software tester and a certified 

requirements engineer alongside with other skills and certifications acquired along the way. 

 

I'm anxiously anticipated on furthering my studies in the field of computer science, having sleepless 

nights solving tough problems and the warm smile that I would reward myself with after overcoming 



these problems. Given my past history of commitment to excellence, I am confident that I will bring a 

high level of energy and enthusiasm to your program. I am sure to exceed your expectations, because of 

both my academic and interpersonal skills as well as the experience gained from my working experience. 

I will enrich the program by enabling fellow students and professors to benefit from my ambitious and 

open nature. Furthermore, my international background and interdisciplinary education will add more 

diversity to your program.  

Thank you for considering my application, and I look forward to your acceptance. 

 

Sincerely yours,  
Afiq Rahim. 


